Abstract: For identification of systems embedded in dynamic networks, applying the prediction error method (PEM) to a correct tailor-made parametrization of the complete network provided asymptotically efficient estimates. However, the network complexity often hinders a successful application of PEM, which requires minimizing a non-convex cost function that in general becomes more difficult for more complex networks. For this reason, identification in dynamic networks often focuses in obtaining consistent estimates of particular network modules of interest. A downside of such approaches is that splitting the network in several modules for identification often costs asymptotic efficiency. In this paper, we consider the particular case of a dynamic network with the individual systems connected in a serial cascaded manner, with measurements affected by sensor noise. We propose an algorithm that estimates all the modules in the network simultaneously without requiring the minimization of a non-convex cost function. This algorithm is an extension of Weighted Null-Space Fitting (WNSF), a weighted least-squares method that provides asymptotically efficient estimates for single-input single-output systems. We illustrate the performance of the algorithm with simulation studies, which suggest that a network WNSF may also be asymptotically efficient estimates when applied to cascade networks, and discuss the possibility of extension to more general networks affected by sensor noise.
INTRODUCTION
Identification in dynamic networks gives rise to several problems and approaches. A first problem is the detection of the network topology (Materassi and Innocenti, 2010; Materassi and Salapaka, 2012) . A second problem is in determining conditions for network identifiability (Weerts et al., 2015 (Weerts et al., , 2016 Gevers et al., 2017) . A third problem concerns variance analysis (Everitt et al., 2013 (Everitt et al., , 2014 . Finally, there is the problem of developing appropriate methods for identification of the systems in the network, which is the problem considered in this paper.
To estimate particular modules in dynamic networks where all the nodes are observed with process noise (but no sensor noise), the inputs to every module are known exactly, and the prediction error method (Ljung, 1999) can be applied to a multi-input single-output (MISO) model (Van den Hof et al., 2013) . A key issue to obtain consistent estimates is how to choose the signals that should be included in the predictor as inputs because they influence the output . Also, similarly to the standard closed-loop case (Forssell and Ljung, 1999 ), a noise model that is in the model set must ⋆ This work was supported by the Swedish Research Council under contracts 2015-05285 and 2016-06079.k be estimated to obtain consistent estimates; for this reason, two-stage methods (Van den Hof and Schrama, 1993) are also considered in the aforementioned works, which do not have this requirement. If the objective is to identify the whole network, PEM can be applied with a multi-input multi-output (MIMO) model of the whole network, which with a correct parametrization provides asymptotically efficient estimates. The main limitation with this approach is that the non-convex cost function of PEM becomes more complicated as the size of the network increases.
If also sensor noise is present, PEM cannot be applied to estimate particular modules using internal network signals, because the inputs are noisy. In this case, instrumental variable (IV) methods (Söderström and Stoica, 1983 ) have been applied to provide consistent estimates of particular modules in the network . The approaches by Everitt et al. (2016) and Galrinho et al. (2017b) can also handle this case using the external excitation and auxiliary non-parametric models, and often provide more accurate estimates than IV. In this case, because of the presence of the different noise sources, applying PEM to the whole network with a correct parametrization to obtain asymptotically efficient estimates is often a very complex problem.
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For simplicity of presentation, we consider a particular case of dynamic networks: serial cascade networks, where at each note (i.e., between each module) there is either a known external excitation or a measurement affected by sensor noise (i.e., not all nodes are necessarily measured). Although PEM can be applied to a tailor-made parametrization of this type of network, the non-convexity of the cost function is a concern. Wahlberg et al. (2009) have pointed out how indirect PEM (Söderström et al., 1991) can be useful to provide asymptotically efficient estimates, but only with models for which the predictor is linear in the parameters. In some cases, subspace methods (Van Overschee and De Moor, 2012) can be applied (Wahlberg and Sandberg, 2008; Hägg et al., 2010) , but they in general do not provide asymptotically efficient estimates.
The main purpose of this paper is to propose a method that provides asymptotically efficient estimates of all the cascade network modules without solving non-convex optimizations. The proposed method is based on the Weighted Null-Space Fitting (WNSF) method, a weighted leastsquares method proposed by Galrinho et al. (2014) as an alternative to the non-convexity of PEM. It has been shown by Galrinho et al. (2017a) that the method is consistent and asymptotically efficient for single-input single-output (SISO) systems.
In the network case, the challenge is that WNSF must incorporate the gray-box structure of the network. In this paper, we propose an algorithm to do this. To keep notation simple, we consider one example, and later elaborate on the extension to other networks. In a simulation study, we illustrate the robustness of the method compared to PEM, which is prone to converge to non-global minima. Supported by the simulation study and the theoretical analysis in Galrinho et al. (2017a) , there are strong reasons to believe that the WNSF network extension is asymptotically efficient.
PROBLEM STATEMENT
Consider the cascade network in Fig. 1 , where {G j (q)} 3 j=1
are stable transfer functions, (q is the forward-shift operator), {u 1 (t), u 2 (t)} are known inputs, and {y 1 (t), y 2 (t)} are measured outputs subject to mutually independent white Gaussian noises {e 1 (t), e 2 (t)} with variances λ 1 and λ 2 . The relation between these signals can be written as y(t) = G(q)u(t) + e(t), where
, e(t) = e 1 (t) e 2 (t) , and (argument q omitted for notational simplicity)
For simplicity of notation, we consider this network example for the paper, and generalizations are discussed in Section 7.
For the model, we consider that each G j (q) is parametrized by a rational transfer function in the parameter vector θ j :
where L j (q, θ j ) and F j (q, θ j ) are polynomials
and
Although each polynomials in every transfer function may have a different number of parameters, as well as number of delays in the numerator, we assume the structure in (3) for simplicity of notation. This gives the cascade model
where
and that the network is identifiable.
The problem considered in this paper is how to obtain consistent and asymptotically efficient estimates of θ without the need of minimizing a non-convex cost function.
PREDICTION ERROR METHOD
In this section, we review how the prediction error method (PEM) can be applied to the cascade network in Fig. 1 to obtain asymptotically efficient estimate of θ. We discuss the limitation of non-convexity and how initial estimates can be obtained. This limitation serves as motivation for the method we will propose.
The idea of PEM is to minimize a cost function of the prediction errors. For the cascade network considered in this paper, the prediction errors are given by ε(t, θ) = y(t) − G(q, θ), where ε(t, θ) is white noise sequence. Then, PEM with a quadratic cost consists of minimizing
where N is the sample size.
The global minimizerθ N of this cost function is an asymptotically efficient estimate of θ. The problem is that this is, in general, a non-convex cost function, for which optimization algorithms can converge to a nonglobal minimum. Although this is the case also for SISO systems, the cascade case is of more concern. First, the size of the problem increases with the number of systems in the network; second, methods to provide initialization points for PEM may not be directly applicable to cascade networks.
Nevertheless, the following straightforward procedure could be applied to provide initial estimates for the cost function (6). First, estimate an over-parametrized MIMO OE model with
where this parametrization is defined similarly to (2), (3) and (4). The difference is that the structure (1) of the cascade is not captured by this parametrization, and we now have a standard MIMO OE problem. Although this problem also requires minimizing a non-convex cost function, standard methods are available to initialize it. Second, using G(q, θ) = G(q, η), let an estimate of G 2 (q,θ 2 ) be given by G 12 (q,η 12 ), and consider
as estimates of G 1 (q) and G 3 (q). Except for G 2 (q), these estimates do not have the desired structure (i.e., they are overparametrized, due to the noise in the estimates).
Third, apply a model order reduction technique toĜ 1 (q) andĜ 3 (q) in order to obtain estimates with the desired structures G 1 (q,θ 1 ) and G 3 (q,θ 3 ).
Although this procedure provides initial estimates for (6) by solving standard PEM problems, the risk of converging to non-global minima in some cost function is still high, as the problems are MIMO. As basis to propose a method for the cascade problem that does not have this limitation, we now consider WNSF for SISO OE models.
WEIGHTED NULL-SPACE FITTING
The weighted null-space fitting (WNSF) method was introduced by Galrinho et al. (2014) and is consistent and asymptotically efficient under similar assumptions as PEM (Galrinho et al., 2017) . We now review the method, which we will extend for cascade networks.
Consider an OE model as (5) with a SISO transfer function G(q, θ). WNSF is a three-step weighted least-squares method to estimate θ. First, a non-parametric model is estimated by least squares. Second, the estimated nonparametric model is reduced to a parametric model by least squares. Third, the parametric model is re-estimated by weighted least squares, where the weighting is constructed using the parametric estimate obtained in Step 2.
Step 1: Non-parametric model In the first step, we approximate the parametric OE model with the nonparametric FIR model y(t) = n−1 k=0 g k q −k u(t) + e(t), where n is sufficiently large so that the bias error by truncation is negligible. The PEM estimate of
⊤ is then obtained by least squares witĥ
If we assume the error made by truncation is negligible, the noise in the non-parametric estimate ∆ n g =ĝ n − g n o (g o are the first n true impulse response coefficients) is distributed as ∆ n g ∼ N (0, P ), where N is the normal distribution and
Step 2: Estimation of Parametric Model In the second step, we use the relation
to obtain an estimate of θ from the estimate of g n we have obtained in Step 1. This is done by re-writing (11) as
This can be re-written in matrix form as
Because (12) is linear in θ, we may replace g n by the estimateĝ n from
Step 1, and solve for θ with least squares:
Step 3: Re-estimation of Parametric Model The idea of the third step is to re-estimate θ with a statistically sound approach. We do this by replacing the noisy estimateĝ n in (12) and re-writing the residuals aŝ
whereQ is defined similarly to Q but with the identity matrix in the top-right block replaced by the zero matrix.
Using (12), (14) can be re-written aŝ
If the residuals we try to minimize when we replace g n byĝ n in (12) are given by (15), the estimate of θ with minimum variance is given by solving a weighted least-squares problem, where the weighting is the inverse of the covariance of the residuals (15). This covariance is given by
Because the true value of θ is not available to compute (16), we replace it by the estimateθ LS obtained in Step 2. The noise variance λ in P (10) is also typically unknown, but because it is a scalar, it can be disregarded in the weighting. Then, we re-estimate θ usinĝ
The estimateθ WLS is an asymptotically efficient estimate of θ. However, for finite sample size, continuing to iterate, constructing the weighting with the estimate obtained at the previous iteration, may provide an improvement.
Remark 2. Three properties are required to apply WNSF:
(1) the parametric model of interest can be approximated by a non-parametric model estimated by least squares; (2) the non-parametric and parametric models can be related using the form (12) (i.e., linear in the parametric model parameters); (3) the residuals (15) are linear in the error of the nonparametric estimate, so that a closed-form expression for the covariance can be obtained.
WEIGHTED NULL-SPACE FITTING FOR CASCADE NETWORKS
In this section, we extend WNSF for cascade networks, using the network in Fig. 1 as example. We follow the WNSF steps from Section 4.
Step 1: Non-parametric model The key aspect of Step 1, as stated in Remark 2, is to estimate with least squares a non-parametric model that can approximate the parametric model of interest. For the cascade network in Fig. 1 , we use the non-parametric MIMO FIR model
k q −k , and
⊤ ⊤ is obtained by least squares with (9), but with y(t) = [y 1 (t) y 2 (t)] ⊤ and
Now, the covariance ofĝ n is given by, similarly to (10) but for the MIMO case,
where Λ is a diagonal matrix with diagonal [λ 1 λ 2 ].
Step 2: Estimation of Parametric Model The second step consists of estimating θ from the non-parametric estimate. The key aspect, as mentioned in Remark 2, is that the relation between the non-parametric and the parametric model can be written linearly in the parameters θ, as in (12). In this case, we have ,
where we used the simplified notation
. Because of the products between transfer functions parametrized by θ, this cannot be written linearly in θ as in (12). Thus, the second point in Remark 2 is not satisfied, and WNSF cannot be applied directly.
To solve this problem, we re-write (20) as
where we replaced some of the products of θ by nonparametric models. Replacing G θ j with the respective numerator and denominator, we can re-write (21) as
which is linear in θ, and can be written as (12) with
Step 1 can be used to obtain an estimate ofθ LS with least squares, using (13).
Remark 3. The replacement from (20) to (21) to achieve linearity in θ is not unique. For example,
is also possible. As we will see in Section 6, simulations support that the replacement chosen does not change the asymptotic properties of the estimate.
Remark 4.
Although not all equations defined in (22) need to be used to obtain consistent estimates of all transfer functions (in this case, there are two equations that determine G θ 1 ), discarding "redundant" equations will have a cost in terms of efficiency.
Step 3: Re-estimation of Parametric Model In the third step, we re-estimate θ by weighted least squares. The key aspect to derive the weighting matrix, as mentioned in Remark 2, is that the residuals of (22) whenG g ij are replaced by estimates can be written linearly in the nonparametric estimate noise, as in (15). This will be possible because (22) can be written linearly in g n . In this case, T (θ) is given by
⊤ , while the covariance of ∆ n g is given by (19). In the SISO case, it was given by (10), where λ was a scalar and could be neglected in the weighting. Now, this is replaced by Λ, which is a matrix. Thus, it cannot be ignored in the weighting and must be estimated from data usingΛ = 1 N N t=1 ε(t,θ LS )ε ⊤ (t,θ LS ), where the off-diagonal elements can then be replaced with zeros under the assumption that the noise sources are mutually independent. Then, if we denote byP the matrix (19) with Λ replaced byΛ, we can re-estimate θ with weighted least squares using (17), where
Because of the similarities with the SISO case and the theoretical analysis by Galrinho et al. (2017a) , there are reasons to believe thatθ WLS is an asymptotically efficient estimate of θ. Also as in the SISO case, for finite sample size, it may be possible to improve the accuracy by iterating, where the weighting at some iteration is constructed using the estimate from the previous iteration.
Algorithm 1
The following WNSF algorithm can be applied to identify the cascade network in Fig. 1: (1) estimate the non-parametric FIR model (18) with least squares (9); (2) estimate the parametric model with least squares (13), using (22) or (23) with the non-parametric estimate; (3) re-estimate the parametric model with weighted least squares (17), with (24) the weighting inverse.
SIMULATIONS
In this section, we perform a simulation study to illustrate the performance of the method. Mainly, we observe how the simulation supports that the method is asymptotically efficient, and how it is robust against convergence to nonglobal minima of the PEM cost function.
In the simulation, we use the network in Fig. 1 with:
1 − 0.75q −1 + 0.56q −2 . The noises {e 1 (t), e 2 (t)} have variances 2 and 3, respectively, and the inputs {u 1 (t), u 2 (t)} are given by u j (t) = (1 − 0.9q
, where {e u 1 (t), e u 2 (t)} are unit-variance mutually-uncorrelated Gaussian white-noise sequences.
We compare the following methods:
• minimization of the cost function (6) initialized at the true parameter values (PEM-true); • minimization of the cost function (6) initialized according to the procedure described in Section 3 (PEMoe); • weighted null-space fitting according to the relations (22) (denoted WNSF-1); • weighted null-space fitting according to the relations (23) (denoted WNSF-3).
For the PEM methods, the network structure is implemented with the MATLAB function greyest, and then minimized using the pem function, with a maximum of 1000 iterations. For the initialization of PEM-oe, we first estimate the over-parametrized MIMO OE model (7) using the MATLAB function oe with default initialization. Then, an estimate of G 2 (q, θ) is readily available through G 12 (q,η 12 ), while estimates of G 1 (q, θ) and G 3 (q, θ) are obtained by performing model order reduction on the overparametrized estimates (8); for this, we use the MATLAB function reduce. For WNSF, we apply the algorithm for a grid of non-parametric model orders n = {20, 30, 40} (all the polynomials in the MIMO FIR were chosen to have the same order) and a maximum of 1000 iterations, and the parametric estimate that minimizes the PEM criterion (6) is chosen. This is the same approach that has been used for the SISO case (Galrinho et al., 2017a) .
We perform 1000 Monte Carlo runs for seven sample sizes N logarithmically spaced between 300 and 60000 (rounded to the nearest integer). The results are presented in Fig. 2 , where we plot the average mean-square error (MSE= ||θ − θ o || 2 ) as function of the sample size N , whereθ is the estimate obtained for a particular method and sample size. In Table 1 , we present the average computational times for each method and sample size N .
We draw the following conclusions from these results. First, the two alternative procedures (21) and (23) to make the equations for WNSF linear perform similarly. Second, initializing PEM by estimating an over-parametrized MIMO OE model followed by model reduction often did not provide accurate enough estimates to attain the global minimum of the cost function, as the MSE is considerably different than when PEM is initialized at the true parameters. Third, WNSF is an appropriate method to avoid the non-convexity of PEM, as it did not converge to low-performance non-global minima. Fourth, the computational time was considerably lower for WNSF than for PEM, even when initialized at the true parameters (for PEM-oe the times in Table 1 do not take into account the MIMO OE estimate for initialization). Fifth, as supported by the SISO analysis by Galrinho et al.
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(2017a), the delineated network WNSF procedure seems to be asymptotically efficient.
DISCUSSION
In this paper, we proposed a method for identification of networks with sensor noise. The method is based on WNSF, which has been shown to be asymptotically efficient for SISO models (Galrinho et al., 2017a) . A simulation supports the idea that this extension of WNSF is still asymptotically efficient, and the aforementioned work gives theoretical support to this idea. More thorough simulations to test robustness will be performed in the future.
For simplicity of presentation, we introduced the method for the network in Fig. 1 . We now address how the method generalizes to other networks. In particular, serial cascade networks for which all nodes with an input appear prior to all nodes with outputs are straightforwardly covered by the proposed algorithm. For space concerns, this case is not detailed here in general, but it will be considered in a future contribution. Moreover, if additional inputs or outputs exist, the algorithm is also applicable straightforwardly, but there will be additional equations to consider.
Serial cascade networks that are not covered straightforwardly occur when not all nodes with inputs appear prior to all nodes with outputs. Consider the cascade network in Fig. 3 . In this case, the relation between the parametric and non-parametric models would be given by
